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British Surfing – Appendix 1 
 
ISA World Games 2023 
 
Contents 
 
Appendix 1 has been created by the British Surfing executive team to support the 2023 ISA 
World Games Selection Policy through providing clear sport specific details in regards to the 
performance requirements associated with competing at the 2023 ISA World Games in Surf 
City, El Salvador. The appendix has also provided relevant online links to the Paris 2024 
Olympic Qualification Process.  
 

Location & Scoring Analysis 
 
The 2023 ISA World Games is to be held at two different locations during the event period, 
May 30th - June 7th, 2023. 
 
The two contest locations are approximately 1km apart.  
 
Location 1 – El Sunzal - Right hand, deep water point break with a reef bottom.  
Location 2 - La Bocana - Left hand beach break with a predominately, sand bottom. 
 
Note - Athletes should expect and prepare to compete at both locations during the event. 
 
Date  
May/June 2023 
Air Temperature 
35c with extreme humidity 
Water Temperature  
28.6c  
 
Note – Athletes would most likely surf in swimwear – boardshorts, bikini, swimsuits and rash 
vest's. Athletes would also be using tropical wax for their surfboards due to the water 
temperature.  
 
 
El Sunzal; 
 
Wave type  
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Long right hand deep water pointbreak wave with big open faces suited typically to carve 
and rail surfing. Long wave with a long paddle out.  
 
Wave size 
2–10ft 
 
Scoring combinations (skills/manoeuvrers to access good – excellent scores) 
Power surfing and multiple manoeuvre waves.  
Forehand carves and laybacks and linked roundhouse cutbacks. Flow in between moves will 
be a key point.  
Backhand – mixing up lines and approach between linked long carves and tighter high 
snaps.  
 
Average wave count  
Typically a low wave count based on groundswells and the long nature of the wave / paddle 
out.  
 
Equipment needed  
Normal board to step-up / rounded pin tails most likely.  
 
Main point of difference for contest progression  
Noticeable rail surfing, full completed multiple turn waves, positioning in the water and wave 
selection. Making the most of limited wave count.  
 
La Bocana; 
 
Wave type  
A predominate left hand steep beach / cobblestone river mouth break. Closer to shore and 
typically 3 move maximum waves.  Initial unpredictable opening section followed by a varied 
run to a powerful, often double-up inside closeout section. Some potential for air / new 
school moves.  
 
Wave size 
1ft– 5/6ft (once the surf surpasses this size, the contest shall be held on El Sunzal). 
 
Scoring combinations (skills/manoeuvrers to access good- excellent scores) 
Initial lip manoeuvre or critical carve followed by fat section carve / cutback or speed line into 
end section closeout move.  
 
Average wave count  
Medium.  
 
Equipment needed 
Normal to possible step ups.  
 
Main point of difference for contest progression 
High scoring initial turn and enough speed into end section to afford completion of powerful 
end turn. This all relies on good timing / understanding of the wave.  
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NOTE: Paris 2024 Olympic Qualification process 
 
https://isasurf.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Paris2024-QS-Surfing_july2022.pdf 
 
Each NOC is allowed a maximum of 2 athletes per gender. The exception to this is if a team 
already qualifies 2 athletes and then also wins overall team at either the 2022 or the 2024 
ISA World Surf Games. In this situation they would be allowed 3 athletes.  
 
2022 ISA World Surf Games - Individual team winners 1 men and 1 women (this was 
Japan and USA). 
 
2023 WSL World Tour will provide 10 men and 8 women.  
 
2023 Pan American Games will provide highest male and highest female individual spots. 
 
2023 ISA World Surfing Games - El Salvador May 2023 - Highest ranked eligible athlete 
from each continent (with the exception of the America’s and those already qualified). 
Athletes must be inside the top 30 (as a quality control measure). 
This means for British surfers they need to rank inside the top 30 and place higher than any 
other European.  
 
2024 ISA World Surfing Games - The 5 (men) and 7 (women) remaining highest ranked 
eligible athletes. 1 of these spots is reserved for highest team whose NOC gets the spot. All 
other spots then go to individuals from NOC’s who at this final stage do not already have 2 
ranked surfers qualified. 
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